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Kurzfassung

Die moderne Welt wird höchst durch von Nutzern beigetragene Inhalte wie Nutzerkommentare
beeinflusst, die eine der beliebtesten Kommunikationsformen in sozialen Medien sind. Sie tragen
dazu bei, eine Verbindung zwischen Content-Erstellern und -konsumenten sowie zwischen den
Nutzern einer sozialen Plattform herzustellen, was sie für die Interaktion in der Gemeinschaft
äußerst relevant macht.

Die Strategien der Nutzer beim Lesen von Kommentaren wurden von den Forschern jedoch noch
nicht besonders detailliert behandelt. Die vorhandenen Berichte beschränken sich auf einen
expliziten Ansatz zum Lesen von Kommentaren, der nur in der Lage ist, eine aktive Interaktion zu
verfolgen, z. B. die Aufmerksamkeit durch Zählen der Klicks zu analysieren. Diese Technik kann
die erregte Aufmerksamkeit nicht vollständig abschätzen, da 73% der Menschen nicht aktiv mit
Kommentaren interagieren.

Eye-Tracking spielt eine entscheidende Rolle bei der Lösung der Analyseaufgabe von der impliziten
Aufmerksamkeit, da es ermöglicht, solche entscheidende Merkmale zu schätzen wie die Eigen-
schaften des Kommentars, die die meiste Aufmerksamkeit auf sich zogen, die Höhe der gezeigten
Aufmerksamkeit oder die Reihenfolge, in der bestimmte Kommentare gesehen wurden. In der
vorliegenden Arbeit wird die auf Eye-Tracking basierende Aufmerksamkeitsanalyse verwendet, um
das Leseverhalten der Nutzer auf der echten YouTube-Oberfläche zu untersuchen.

Die vorliegende Masterarbeit konzentriert sich darauf, die Aufmerksamkeitsmechanismen und das
Leseverhalten der Nutzer zu analysieren und eine Korrelation zwischen den Kommentarmerkmalen
wie Länge, Sprache, Spärlichkeit, Kommentarposition, Anzahl der Likes, Vorhandensein von
Antworten, Vorhandensein des Likes des Videoerstellers und der Kennzeichnung als autorisierter
Nutzer zu finden, die sich aus rein textlicher Sicht nicht zeigen lassen.

Diese Arbeit stellt dar, dass die Anzahl der Likes und das Vorhandensein von Antworten am meisten
zur Aufmerksamkeit beitragen, die Kommentare auf sich ziehen. Die Analyse hat gezeigt, dass
die Kategorie eines Videos einen großen Einfluss auf die Emotion und die Länge der beliebten
Kommentare hat: Wenn Menschen auf der Suche nach nützlichen Informationen sind, was auf
Bildungsvideos zutrifft, neigen sie dazu, neutralen und langen Kommentaren Aufmerksamkeit zu
schenken, während Menschen, die auf der Suche nach Unterhaltung sind, höchstwahrscheinlich kurze
und positive Kommentare wahrnehmen. Die zwei wichtigen Ergebnisse der geschlechtsspezifischen
Analyse sind, dass Frauen dazu neigen, längere Kommentare zu lesen, aber einen höheren Prozentsatz
der Kommentare überspringen als Männer.

Es ist zu hoffen, dass diese Forschung zu einem tieferen Verständnis der Merkmale beiträgt, die die
meiste Aufmerksamkeit auf sich ziehen, was bei Strategien zur Erstellung von Inhalten und der
Entwicklung neuer Ranking-Algorithmen genutzt werden kann.
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Abstract

The modern world is highly influenced by user-contributed content such as user comments, which
is one of the most popular forms of communication on social media. They help build a connection
between content creators and content consumers, as well as a connection between users of a social
platform, which makes them highly relevant for community interaction.

However, researchers have not treated users’ comment reading strategies in much detail. The
existing accounts are limited to address solely an explicit comment reading approach, which is
only able to track an active interaction, e.g. analyze attention by counting a number of clicks. This
technique can not fully estimate the drawn attention, as 73% of people do not actively interact with
comments.

Eye-tracking plays a vital role in solving the task of analysing implicit attention, as it allows to
estimate such crucial characteristics, as comment features, which drew the most attention, the
amount of attention given or the order of seeing specific comments. The current research uses
eye-tracking based attention analysis for investigating the phenomena of users’ reading behaviour
on the real YouTube interface.

The present master thesis concentrates on analysing users’ attention mechanisms and reading
behaviour and finding a correlation between the comment features such as length, language,
sparseness, comment position, number of likes, presence of replies, presence of video creator’s like
and authorised user label, which cannot be exhibited from a pure textual point of view.

This work shows that number of likes and presence of answers contribute the most to the attention
drawn by comments. The analysis revealed that the category of a video deeply influences the
emotion and length of the popular comments: if people are looking for useful information, which
applies to educational videos, they tend to pay attention to neutral and long comments, whereas
while looking for entertainment, people most probably will notice short and positive comments.
The two important findings from the gender analysis are that women tend to read longer comments,
but skip a higher percentage of comments than men.

It is hoped that this research will contribute to a deeper understanding of the features that draw the
most attention, which can be exploited in content generation strategies and developing new ranking
algorithms.
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1 Introduction

Over the years, the popularity and amount of user-generated content have been increasing. People
rely on Google reviews when choosing products and services, post their thoughts on Twitter, share
their life on Instagram and scroll through the comments while watching YouTube videos.

The Web offers a plethora of platforms for social media interaction, including an opportunity to
express an opinion with a comment and provide ratings of these comments by other users. These
tools serve the purpose of filtering relevant opinions more efficiently and skipping offensive or
inappropriate comments [SCNJ10].

With the increased number of user comments and online reviews, the problem of making a particular
comment stand out has become extremely crucial. For that, one needs to investigate what exactly
captures the eye of a random observer and which features are most likely to draw attention. To solve
this issue, one needs the means to analyze implicit attention, as people tend to passively consume
content instead of actively interacting with it by e.g. clicking or typing some text themselves. The
tendency of passive consumption is confirmed by the questionnaire, conducted in the presented
research, which showed that approximately 73% of the participants never or only rarely use the
active form of interaction with comments.

The eye-tracking approach provides a perfect solution for capturing implicit attention, as with the
help of fixations and saccades one can determine the precise features, which drew a user’s attention,
as well as a concrete order, in which a user inspected elements displayed on the screen. Fixations
are built from gaze points, which are the instantaneous spatial locations of the visual axis landing
on the stimulus, and durations corresponding to each gaze point. In other words, fixation is a
sequence of gaze points, each having a spatial (x, y) location and start and end timestamps, and a
time duration, which shows how long a person was looking at a specific screen location. Fixations
have characteristics, which can be used to reveal useful information about comment attributes
gaining the most attention. For example, an increase in the time taken to make the first fixation on a
target suggests a decrease in the salience of that feature, whereas an increase in average fixation
duration on an area could signal that what is looked at is more engaging. Saccades are the type of
eye movement between two or more phases of fixation. Due to the fast movement during a saccade,
the image on the retina is of poor quality and information intake thus happens mostly during the
fixation period, where the eye is kept aligned with the target for a certain duration, allowing for the
image details to be processed [HNN+18].

Although there was extensive eye-tracking research on how users attend to online reviews [LXTL21;
LYZL16; MSPG17; MSVV20], previous studies have failed to elaborate on how users perceive
comments, to which features they pay attention and which comment reading strategies they follow.
It is critical to make a clear distinction between online product reviews and the comments’ field, as
they are different in two crucial aspects.
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1 Introduction

First, the visibility of the social information may differ: when deciding whether to buy a specific
product, comments and reviews are directly exposed to a user, whereas when using YouTube, videos
constitute the focal point of the online content [MSKP21], i.e. YouTube comments are not directly
visible to users, as one typically needs to scroll down to be able to view them.

Second, product reviews and comments under online videos may differ in their relevance [MSKP21],
as online product reviews are crucial to estimate the adequacy of investment [CT12] and consumers
are motivated to seek out product reviews because they typically provide relevant information
[GH06]. In contrast, the importance of YouTube video comments is much lower, as they may
not refer to the video or may not constitute valid assessments. These reasons may limit social
information’s relevance and users’ motivation to process social information [MSKP21].

For studying comment reading strategies, the social media platform YouTube was chosen, as it is
one of the most famous video-sharing websites, containing billions of opinion-sharing comments.
Created in February 2005, it has rapidly grown to be a cultural phenomenon for its mass user-base.
According to [Ale21], it is the second most visited site after Google. More than 800 million people
use YouTube every month and watch more than three billion hours of video material [SDL13].
Furthermore, ([CDL07], [GALM07]) showed that traffic connected to this social platform accounts
for over 20% of the web total and 10% of the whole internet, and comprises 60% of the videos
watched online [SCNJ10].

YouTube provides several social tools for community interaction, including the possibility to share
thoughts and ideas by commenting on published videos and, in addition, to provide ratings about
these comments [SCNJ10] by using thumbs-up and thumbs-down buttons. According to YouTube,
more than 100 million people interact every week by rating, sharing and commenting on videos
[SDL13]. These meta ratings serve the purpose of helping the community to filter relevant opinions
more efficiently. Therefore, the analysis of comments and associated ratings constitutes a potentially
riveting data source for obtaining implicit knowledge about users, videos, categories and community
interests [SCNJ10].

YouTube is also attractive as a site primarily driven by freely-contributed content, with uploaders
being motivated and rewarded by viewers’ attention rather than money ([TSV12], [HRW08]).
YouTube content is diverse and global, offering the opportunity to broadcast videos to a vast
audience. The site thus serves as an attractive platform for both amateur content creators and media
companies alike ([Kha17], [XPKP16]). YouTube is one of the largest platforms for user-generated
content on the internet, as the platform makes it easy for people with a video recording device and an
internet connection to publish their personal videos. [SDL13] provided evidence to support this fact:
popular videos accumulate more than 500 comments each day and obtain 100.000 ratings during
their lifetime on YouTube. The commenting phenomenon has given social media users a greater
degree of control in creating and manipulating content besides creating a sense of community
[Kha17]. In addition, user-generated content (UGC) in the form of comments may further encourage
user interaction and discussion [KR11]).

The goal of the master thesis is to perform an analysis by obtaining implicit knowledge of attention-
drawing features using the gaze data collected from real-world users. In contrast to merely logging
the number of clicks, using gaze data can help register a larger quantity of comment attributes, as
users do not tend to click on each profile picture, like button or replies that they see. Furthermore,
eye movements are considered a reliable indicator of attention ([GLCR06], [PB05]), and previous
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studies conclude attention on the basis of users’ eye movements. Moreover, the results of the
conducted questionnaire showed that most YouTube users like comments only rarely or even never
(see section 4.9).

The primary focus of this research is to explore how people read the YouTube comments, in
particular, which specific features play a role on drawing the users’ attention. There are two
categories, which can be investigated in such kind of analysis: video category, as each topic has its
individual features, and interest of a specific reader. Before performing an eye-tracking analysis, it
is important to determine the features, which could stimulate the attention of a reader, e.g. comment
length, sentiment, smileys, user name, profile picture, timestamp, number of likes, number of replies,
etc.

This work investigates the following research questions:

1. What strategy (sequential, random or heuristic) do users follow when browsing through
comments?

2. What comment attributes (linguistic and metadata) affect the comment reading behaviour?

3. Does comment rating (number of (dis)likes) influence the reading behaviour?

Based on the research questions, the study sets out the following hypotheses:

1. People do not follow a sequential reading order while scrolling through comments.

2. The reading behaviour correlates with linguistic features, e.g. length, language, sparseness,
presence of smileys.

3. The reading behaviour correlates with non-linguistic features (metadata), e.g. profile picture,
number of (dis)likes, comment position, presence of a video author’s answer.

4. The comment reading behaviour correlates with the global property of the video/post like the
category of the video/post, e.g., people read short comments on entertainment videos, but
spend more time reading long comments on educational/review videos.

5. The comment reading behaviour correlates with personal user characteristics, e.g., age,
gender, etc.

6. The popularity of a comment, i.e. number of likes, correlates with the attention drawn by the
comment.

The research was conducted as follows. First, the data collection framework was developed by
injecting custom code into the real YouTube frontend, which fully preserved the natural conditions in
which users typically watch YouTube videos but gave all the needed control to manipulate and save
the data. Second, the gaze data from 62 participants and four videos were collected in ten days to
increase environmental similarity (see section 3.2). Third, the comment analysis using hierarchical
clustering, sentiment models and simple statistical measures was conducted. This master thesis
investigated the order in which the participants read comments, the most and least popular comments
for each video and the correlation of the comments’ popularity with linguistic (length, language,
sparseness and presence of smiley) and non-linguistic features (profile picture, number of (dis)likes,
comment position, presence of a video author’s answer), as well as the correlation of the reading
behaviour with video category and participants’ gender. The presented research also includes the
additional analysis regarding the average percentage of skipped comments and the average amount
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1 Introduction

of time the participants spent reading comments for each video. Finally, the results of the conducted
questionnaire are present, including statistics on participants’ YouTube usage and their amount of
comment interaction.

The rest of the master thesis is organised in the following way. The following section examines the
related work, which consists of attention analysis, computational analysis and general YouTube
comment analysis. Section 3 gives more details on the data collection phase, including the YouTube
interface, data collection challenges, data collection framework and conduction of the user study.
Section 4 describes the first part of the conducted analysis, which is comment reading strategies
analysis. It incorporates information on the comment reading order, mode comments, used clustering
approaches, the correlation between video category, non-linguistic comment features and comments’
popularity, comment reading durability analysis and questionnaire findings. The second part of
the conducted research is presented in section 5, which includes an investigation of the specific
comments popularity and describes the correlation between popularity and comment features
(linguistic and non-linguistic) for the individual comments. Finally, the last section concludes the
paper by describing the conclusions made.
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2 Related work

Eye-tracking is a heavily used technique in marketing, tourism, medicine, teaching and numerous
other fields. Online reviews are the most similar domain to the users’ comments, which are
investigated in the current master thesis. There is a plethora of work on exploiting gaze data in the
online reviews field, e.g. [LXTL21; LYZL16; MSPG17; MSVV20].

The approach of [MSVV20] is similar to the one used in this work, however, it focuses on the
online reviews field instead of investigating YouTube comments. Maslowka [MSVV20] conducted
research on how consumers attend to product pages, namely, she examined which elements of
product pages consumers pay attention to, as well as the relative importance of the different product
page elements and the difference in attention division between search versus experience products.

No study to the author’s knowledge has used an eye-tracking approach for conducting YouTube
comments’ analysis. Below, a few spheres of related work are described, but no mentioned study
encompasses all the directions of research, which is done in the current study. Therefore, the present
master thesis fills this knowledge gap by simultaneously applying several methods introduced next
to the newly collected dataset.

2.1 Attention analysis

The first section of the related work concentrates on describing the attention analysis using gaze
data in both web pages and YouTube domains.

2.1.1 Web pages and news articles domain

A number of works have been leveraging gaze data in a wide range of different problem settings.
One relevant application of eye-tracking is predicting salient regions of web pages done by Buscher
et al. [BCM09]. The researchers described general location-based characteristics of visual attention
for Web pages dependent on different tasks and demographics, generated a model for predicting
the visual attention that individual page elements may receive and introduced a new method for
mapping gaze data to visual scenes motivated by findings in vision research. While using gaze data
for predicting most salient features (regions), the previously mentioned work concentrates on the
web pages domain, whereas the presented paper undertakes an analysis of the most salient YouTube
comment features.

Steinfeld et al. [SSL16] studied the popularity of user comments and the effects of pre-existing
opinions, readership patterns and the tone of user comments on the evaluation of news articles
by testing for a correlation between reading user comments and evaluating a news story article.
Although the current study shares some similarities with the paper of Steinfeld et al. in the
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2 Related work

investigation of comments’ popularity and reading behaviour using eye-tracking, in contrast to the
previously mentioned research, this master thesis focuses on the YouTube comments’ field, which is
different to the one of news articles or product reviews in two crucial aspects.

Another work that performed an eye-tracking analysis in information behaviour is the paper
by Helena Lee and Natalie Pang [LP17], which examined how the perception of information
scent influences the assessment of information credibility and validated the eye-tracking data and
qualitative content analysis to understand users’ attentional focus on information patches of varied
genre. The researchers used an eye-tracking tool to collect users’ eye movements to analyse their
fixations and mouse clicks and applied both quantitative and qualitative analysis. The quantitative
evaluation examined users’ fixations, scan path (gaze interactions) and link clicks (information
scent) behaviour on the selected area of interest, while the qualitative method was based on the
post-experiment interviews and interpreted through thematic coding.

Although the quantitative evaluation part is partly similar to the one conducted in the presented
paper, the work of Lee and Pang concentrated on analysing gaze data of participants looking through
web pages containing various kinds of articles. In contrast, the presented paper investigates a far
more dynamic domain of YouTube comments.

2.1.2 YouTube domain

There are studies which investigated either attention on YouTube videos or attention on YouTube
comments. An example from the first category is the work [Tan16], which concentrated on the
advertisement banners topic. Tangmanee investigated YouTube visitors fixations on advertisement
banners, the correlations between fixation duration on banners and overall fixation counts and the
extent to which site visitors are able to recall details of ad banners and of the clip viewed. The
mentioned research intersects with the current master thesis solely on the choice of the social media
platform, as the latter investigates the correlations between users’ attention and comment features
and does not conduct any eye-tracking analysis on YouTube videos.

An example from the second category is the work of Möller et al. [MSKP21], which investigated
how the valence of social information affects viewers’ enjoyment when they are free to determine
whether and how much attention they pay to social information (comments and (dis)likes). As forced
exposure to information may alter individuals’ processing of that information [CLT01; MM03],
giving the participants the freedom of choosing the amount of time and social information to which
they wanted to give attention, allowed to investigate the attention paid to social information and its
effects on users in a naturalistic setting. However, Möller et al. [MSKP21] primarily focused on
investigating whether video viewers exposed to solely positive social information enjoy the video
more than viewers exposed to solely negative social information. The researchers do not take into
account the linguistic comment features, such as comment length, comment sparseness, presence
of smileys and non-linguistic features as profile picture, number of (dis)likes, comment position,
presence of a video author’s answer.

Moreover, Möller et al. [MSKP21] collected gaze data by building a webpage that mimics the online
video platform YouTube to control which comments and (dis)likes were presented and to create a
stable stimulus. In that approach, some participants were exposed to only positive comments, while
the others saw only negative comments, which does not fully correspond to the real-life conditions,
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2.2 Computational analysis

as generally, social media information seldom contains exclusively negative or positive comments.
Instead, the social information is often mixed, i.e., it usually consists of both positive and negative
comments [MSKP21].

The present research overcomes the limitations mentioned above and explores, for the first time,
how users attend to YouTube comments in a dynamic environment. The dynamics are achieved by
using the actual YouTube interface, embedded with code for gaze data collection (see section 3.3),
which provides a more natural environment both visually and from the content point of view.

2.2 Computational analysis

This section encompasses YouTube comment analysis using machine learning techniques.

Siersdorfer et al. [SCNJ10] analysed dependencies between comments, views, comment ratings
and topic categories, studied the influence of sentiment expressed in comments on the ratings for
these comments using the SentiWordNet thesaurus, a lexical WordNet-based resource containing
sentiment annotations, and predicted community acceptance for not yet rated comments. In
addition, the research investigated the viability of using comments and community feedback to
train classification models for deciding on the likely community acceptance of new comments. The
most critical investigated questions are whether one can predict community feedback for comments,
whether there is a connection between sentiment and comment ratings, whether comment ratings
can be an indicator for polarising content and whether comment ratings and sentiment depend on
the topic of discussed content.

In the subsequent paper, which extends the previous study, Siersdorfer et al. [SCP+14] analysed
dependencies of comment ratings with textual content, thread structure of comments and associated
content. Furthermore, they explored the applicability of machine learning and data mining to
detect acceptance of comments by the community. In expands the previous work by considering an
additional comment corpus collected from the Yahoo! News website, building a machine learning
model to predict comments that will attract replies, comparing language and ratings for troll and
non-troll users, and leveraging the textual content of user comments for troll detection.

However, the problem setting in these papers differs from the presented one, as this research provides
new insights for the question on which linguistic and non-linguistic comment features people pay
the most attention by heavily exploiting eye-tracking data rather than developing a machine learning
model for predicting which comments will be accepted by the community and will attract replies.

Further works on YouTube comments in the machine learning sphere related to the current research
include performing emotion classification on YouTube comments using word embedding [SP17]
and conducting naive multi-label classification of YouTube comments using comparative opinion
mining [KKK16]. The only similarity with the presented paper lies in exploiting sentiment analysis,
but the goals differ significantly.

Savigny et al. [SP17] compared methods for using word embedding in a classification task, namely
average word vector, average word vector with TF-IDF, paragraph vector, and by using Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) algorithm, studied the effect of the parameters used to train the word
embedding and compared the performance of the classification with a baseline.
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2 Related work

Khan et al. [KKK16], in their turn, used Naïve Bayes machine learning algorithm to perform
multi-label classification to find out the sentiments of the commenters for different options. However,
in none of these works, neither comment popularity is analysed or taken into account, nor is gaze
data used in the first place.

2.3 General YouTube comment analysis

The last category of related work performs general YouTube comment analysis and presents some
essential benchmarks that can be compared with the current study results.

One example is [TSV12], which identified patterns and provided several criteria, such as typical
YouTube comment characteristics, topics with least and most discussions, age, gender and location
of the commenters, the average length and sentiment of comments, categories of the videos with the
highest/lowest reply densities.

Other examples for YouTube analysis papers are [EVD+13; MRM13; res10; SDL13]. Shultes et al.
[SDL13] presented a comment classification approach, which captures salient aspects of YouTube
comments and provided YouTube user interaction statistics such as percentage of users that regularly
post comments and read comments, defined comment classes and analysed the distribution of the
comment classes among video categories.

[res10] presented statistics on how many percentage of active Internet users aged 16-55 years visited
YouTube and Facebook in the UK, France and Germany, duration of the typical YouTube/Facebook
visit, kinds of activities on YouTube, reasons for using YouTube, users impressions about using
both sites, as well as some statistics on brand advertisements.

Edgerly et al. [EVD+13] examined how a video’s tone, topic and focus are related to comment
features and Madden et al. [MRM13] examined and categorised the types of comments created by
YouTube users according to the purpose of leaving a comment.

The results of the papers mentioned above can be compared with the analysis conducted in the
current work, such as average length and comment sentiment, percentage of users that regularly read
and post comments, relation of topic and comment features and frequency of YouTube usage.

[ASK18; Kha17] gave a thought-provoking background on the ways and reasons that motivate
consumers to use and interact with videos on YouTube. Antoniadis et al. [ASK18] identified the
following factors of YouTube usage: entertainment seeking, security considerations, information
seeking, thrill seeking and social interaction and additionally provided statistics on how often users
comment on videos and like/dislike videos. Khan [Kha17] identified similar YouTube consumption
motives: seeking information, giving information, self-status seeking, social interaction and relaxing
entertainment and did some extra analysis on the correlation between gender and liking/disliking
and commenting videos. The results of these works can be incorporated into the presented paper.

While some papers accomplish to classify YouTube comments, explore readership patterns,
investigate user comments’ popularity, perform sentiment analysis and exploit gaze data when
identifying users’ attentional focus on information patches, neither achieves to elaborate on what
comment features catch the most attention of users.
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2.3 General YouTube comment analysis

For the first time, the present research explores the influence of both comments’ linguistic and
non-linguistic attributes, such as sentiment, length, smileys’ presence, video author’s comment,
answers, comment position, and number of likes on the comments’ popularity. Moreover, it creates
a rank of popular comments by view count, i.e. number of timestamps on each comment, and
percentage of users that saw a particular comment, and simultaneously analyses the comment
reading behaviour, differentiating between female and male participants.
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3 Data collection

This section describes the setup, in which the data collection was carried out, as well as faced
challenges, developed data collection framework and the details of the conducted user study.

3.1 YouTube interface

YouTube provides the option to set up a user comments section underneath each video, which
resembles a message board and allows registered users to post comments. The comments facility
was intended to be ä section of text for users to provide information related to a video"[MRM13]
and where users could express their opinion on the video. However, this is not always what happens
in practice, as comments may contain spam or be utterly irrelevant to the video.

Since YouTube is constantly evolving and attracting a larger and larger audience, its features and
interface are a subject of change. For example, [SDL13] published in 2013 reported the following
features of the YouTube interface: "YouTube has implemented a sequential comment list sorted
by creation date in descending order. Usually, eight to ten posts are displayed per page, and the
remaining comments can be viewed via paging. Unfortunately, only the first two or three comments
fit in the originally visible space of the video page. The remaining posts disappear in the scroll area
(at a typical vertical display resolution of 1080 pixels)."

Another study [MRM13] of the same year documented the following interface features and comment
restrictions: "Comments are displayed in reverse chronological order, and if there are large numbers
of comments they break over multiple pages. There are certain restrictions placed on the commenting
facility: there is a 500-character limit, and as an anti-spam measure, it is forbidden to insert URLs
or HTML tags."

The information mentioned above is, however, not valid anymore. In eight years YouTube interface
of the comment section has changed drastically, moving from pages of comments to one page, on
which further comments are dynamically loaded when users scroll down. In addition, a much
looser restriction of comment length was set, going from 500 characters to 10,000 [Mol21] and
allowing to post both links and hashtags. There is no confirmed or published YouTube comment
order algorithm, which makes it harder for users to write a comment that will be seen by a large
number of people, as comments do not seem to be sorted by date, number of likes, number of
replies or by prioritising comments by authorised users. Nevertheless, some internal characteristics
may exist, such as sorting by the ratio of likes and the amount of time they were given, using the
number of subscribers as an internal counter, or adding a certain amount of randomicity in the
comments’ order.

There are, however, clearly defined guidelines and policies [You21a]. Users are not allowed to share
misinformation, hate speeches, any forms of harassment or cyberbullying, post spam comments
or comments containing sexual or self-harm content and use vulgar language. In practice, spam,
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vulgar language, and misinformation rules are often violated. YouTube tried to encourage following
its guidelines and support content creators by launching a feature "that will push commenters to
reconsider their hateful and offensive remarks before posting", which would supposedly address
longstanding issues with the quality of comments on YouTube’s platform [Per20].

Additionally, YouTube implemented a special filter for video creators for blocking comments
containing predefined words. It helps avoid useless, unrelated or offensive comments, allowing
video uploaders to see the more meaningful audience feedback.

3.2 Data collection challenges

Despite being the most popular video platform, YouTube does not provide enough support for
developers, limiting ways to integrate its features into other projects. The most used way of
interaction with YouTube is YouTube API [You21b], which provides handy features such as adding
YouTube functionality to a custom website or searching for content matching specific search terms,
topics, locations and publication dates.

However, for the particular use case presented in the current master thesis, the usage of YouTube
API was not applicable, since for collecting gaze data, one has to obtain information from the front
end part of the website, which is structured in an unclear way, limiting certain possibilities of work.
The discovered issues include, for example, the indistinguishability of ’dummy’ profile pictures and
profile pictures actually containing an image chosen by a user. In both cases, an image is just a link
to https://yt3.ggpht.com/ without an image extension in the end, which makes analysing images
impossible, as there is no automatic way to save them for future analysis.

Moreover, the YouTube interface contains unexpected and unlogical differences between different
languages, e.g. the number of likes in German is depicted precisely, while in English only the
number of thousands or millions is shown, such as ’3.4K’ or ’1.5M’. This strange implementation is
the reason why the high number of likes is rounded in the section 5 of this master thesis. Another
poor architectural decision is that YouTube makes no differentiation between the comments of the
video’s author and the comments of the authorised users, so it was impossible to differentiate those
in the analysis as well.

Since this master thesis investigates a use case of tracking users’ attention when reading YouTube
comments, a custom data collection framework was developed. The main challenge of data
collection was working in the highly dynamic environment, where the comments are constantly
added and deleted and even comment order changes a lot from day to day for the popular videos,
that is why the comments shown slightly differed for every participant, dependent on the day
of participation in the user study. Therefore, a standard approach with taking screenshots and
corresponding gaze coordinates with them manually would be infeasible in this case.

Mimicking the YouTube interface to have complete control over the webpage elements was also not
an option since it would have affected the proximity to the natural environment in which participants
typically use YouTube. Moreover, it would decrease the scientific value and objectivity of the
experiment because it would break the dynamicity of the YouTube interface, which is an essential
component of social networks.
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3.3 Data collection framework

Considering the challenges mentioned above, it was necessary to apply an innovative approach,
which consisted of altering the actual YouTube frontend.

Figure 3.1: Data collection framework architecture

The figure 3.1 shows the data collection framework architecture, which includes two programmed
components - the simple Python server and the JavaScript client, represented as the Google Chrome
extension. The single purpose of the Python server is to receive gaze coordinates from the eye
tracker and send them to the JavaScript client, implemented as a browser extension script. Initially,
the extension ’Custom JavaScript for Websites 2’ 1 was used for this purpose, but it utilises
chrome.storage.sync, which has a 100KB script size limit per user 2. This critical issue forced to
change to ’Page Manipulator’ 3, which allows altering any web page by injecting custom HTML,
CSS or JavaScript code.

Figure 3.2: Example of saved file with all comments for the video ED2

Figure 3.3: Example of saved file with all visible comments for the video ED2

1https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/custom-javascript-for-web/ddbjnfjiigjmcpcpkmhogomapikjbjdk
2https://github.com/xcv58/Custom-JavaScript-for-Websites-2/issues/32
3https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/page-manipulator/mdhellggnoabbnnchkeniomkpghbekko
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Figure 3.4: Example of saved file with gaze data for the video ED2

The JavaScript script workflow looks as follows:

1. Since YouTube comments are not loaded automatically after the webpage is loaded, an
on-scroll event takes care of comments’ preprocessing, which consists of wrapping every
word into a span tag and storing the original text to a separate span to be able to access it later
for saving into a .csv file. Surrounding each word with a span tag is necessary to register
words on which users fixated their eyes for some time, i.e., words that drew more attention
than the others.

2. On each scroll event, all the comments visible on the screen at that moment are stored with a
timestamp. Saving visible comments was initially thought to track the comments’ positions
but was eventually redundant. The following information is stored: scroll time, name of
the comment’s author, comment date, comment text, number of likes, number of answers,
presence of authorised comment label and presence of author like. The figure 3.3 shows an
example of the stored file with all visible comments.

3. Each time when gaze coordinates are received from the Python server, the JavaScript
client determines at which specific element the user looked. The element search is done
by comparing the gaze data with the coordinates of each DOM element using the ele-
ment.getBoundingClientRect() function and afterwards comparing the element tag name, id
and belonging to specific CSS classes.

4. For each user’s fixation on a comment element, the following element information is stored:
timestamp of event, gaze x coordinate, gaze y coordinate, name of element or the actual value
of a word if fixation was made on a word, name of the comment’s author, comment date,
comment text, number of likes, number of answers, presence of authorised comment label
and presence of author like. The first fixation on the video was recorded, after which the gaze
collecting process was paused until the first fixation on the comment section. The figure 3.4
shows an example of the stored file with gaze data.

5. After a participant finished watching one video, the facilitator presses the ’S’ key, which
saves three .csv files to the local storage: all comments, all visible comments and gaze data
information. The all comments table contains the following information for the comments
that were loaded for a specific participant: comment id, name of the comment’s author,
comment date, comment text, number of likes, number of answers, presence of authorised
comment label, presence of author like and the id of the parent comment to preserve the
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relations between the comments. The figure 3.2 shows an example of the stored file with all
visible comments. The all visible comments and gaze data tables contained the information
described in points two and four correspondingly.

The repetition of the stored information was caused by the attempt to minimise risks of possible
data correspondence and lack of data issues. Despite that, due to the technical problems, namely,
the differences in the YouTube interface in different languages, the number of answers was not
recorded. Instead, it was only possible to identify the presence of the answers, which was used later
in the analysis.

3.4 User study

3.4.1 Video choice

Within the user study, the participants watched four videos: "Justin Bieber - Baby (Official Music
Video) ft. Ludacris"4 (further referenced as ENT1), "Ricky Gervais Breaks Down Why He Hates
Social Media | Stand Up | Netflix"5 (further referenced as ENT2), ïPhone 13 Pro Is PERFECT."6

(further referenced as ED1) and "How I learned to Fall Asleep In 2 Minutes"7 (further referenced as
ED2). The videos were chosen from the most-watched YouTube categories, which according to
([Suk21], [Bro18], [Goo16]) include product reviews, how-to (tutorials), comedy and music videos,
while the most commented category of videos is music [Raz22]. The Justin Bieber’s song ’Baby’
and the stand-up of Ricky Gervais are representatives from the category ’entertainment’, as the first
one is a music video and the second one is a comedy stand-up. The iPhone review and the sleep
tutorial represent the category ’education’, as the first video is a product review, and the second is a
short how-to video.

There is another subtle and somewhat subjective categorisation of these videos by diving them into
’controversial’ - ’non-controversial’. For example, the Justin Bieber’s video was chosen for two
reasons. First, music videos are the most commented on and one of the most popular video categories
([Suk21], [Goo16], [Raz22]). Second, according to the YouTube top 500 most commented music
videos ranking 8 and [tul18], this specific video is one of the most commented ones in the history of
YouTube. Third, until 2018 it was the most disliked video on YouTube [Bah18], so there are many
people that detest Justin Bieber, but logically there are also some that like his creative work.

Another video in the ’controversial’ category is the iPhone review since it does not contain any
iPhone critics and generally depicts iPhone in a very positive way. Although this phone has a decent
number of fans, many people still use other smartphone models. Another two videos were relatively
neutral, but they still can invoke negative feelings in some people who may not like these video
genres or these particular content creators.

4https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kffacxfA7G4ab_channel=JustinBieberVEVO
5https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YulXp2Vy7lMab_channel=StillWatchingNetflix
6https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5sYjibvSORIab_channel=iupdate
7https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7OisipgpQi8ab_channel=MikeShake
8https://www.popsonner.com/p/youtube-top-500-most-commented-music.html
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3.4.2 Participants

The data collection phase involving 62 participants was conducted from the 4th to the 12th of
November 2021. The participants were primarily students of the University of Stuttgart aged
between 18 and 36 years old, as students are most avid users of social media and therefore constitute
a group most relevant to this study. At the end of the experiment, the participants were compensated
with a 10 euro honorarium.

Not all participants were interested in reading comments. Out of 62 participants, 58 people read
comments for the video ENT1 and ED2, 60 people read comments for the video ENT2 and all
participants read comments for the video ED1.

3.4.3 Apparatus

In the 3.5, the study setup is depicted. The experiment was conducted in the laboratory of
the University of Stuttgart using three Lenovo laptops and three identical myGaze eye trackers.
The usage of multiple devices allowed to significantly accelerate the data collection phase while
maintaining consistency during the gaze information gathering process. All three laptops had
an identical screen resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixels, which permitted to avoid additional data
postprocessing to make data comparable. LAN cables instead of WiFi was used to ensure a stable
internet connection during the experiment. In addition, the participants utilised headphones to
minimise distractions and ensure their comfort and similarity to how they usually use YouTube.

Figure 3.5: Study setup
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The gaze data was collected using the myGaze eye trackers, non-invasive portable devices placed
underneath the screen and therefore required no installation on the participant’s body, enabling a
more natural experimental environment. The most relevant technical specifications of the myGaze
eye tracker include the sampling rate of 30Hz, the gaze position accuracy of 0.4°, the spatial
resolution of 0.05°, the operating distance of 40 to 100 cm, the tracking range of 50cmx30cm at
65cm distance and the system end to end latency less than 40ms [Gmb15], which is sufficient for the
purpose of the current study. Moreover, the myGaze eye-tracker has good eyewear compatibility,
including most glasses and lenses, which allowed to extend the number of potential participants.

3.4.4 Procedure

The experiment started with eye tracker calibration using the myGaze application utilising five
calibration points - one in each screen corner and one in the middle of the screen. Each participant
was seated approximately 60 cm away from the screen. The calibration quality was estimated
visually by comparing the points of the registered eye fixations with the reference calibration points.
If the quality was unsatisfactory, the calibration process was repeated.

To ensure the optimal conditions for all the participants, the videos in English were selected, whose
durability did not exceed eight minutes. The initial aim was to choose videos from the last month
whose duration would not exceed 4 minutes to keep the experiment short and provide recent videos
that participants had not yet seen. However, that significantly limited the video choice and would
make the analysis less objective and complete since such videos typically do not contain many
comments and are of poor quality. Furthermore, according to [Dea17], the average length of a first
page YouTube video is 14 minutes, 50 seconds. So instead, the videos were chosen from the ones
published not earlier than a year ago, except for the Justin Bieber’s video, since choosing this video
followed other criteria described before.

The overall duration of watching videos did not exceed twenty five minutes. The participants were
free to interact with the videos naturally, i.e. scroll through comments while/after watching the
videos, read comment replies, pause the videos, or even omit some parts of the videos if they were
not interested in the topic, since the detailed familiarity with the video content was not required.
For the experiment, however, it was important that participants were roughly familiar with the topic
of the video since it could affect the comment reading’s behaviour. In other words, the participants
watched the YouTube videos in a way that resembles how they would watch online videos in
their daily life. In the process, the timestamps of each eye fixation on the comments, as well as
eye coordinates and comment information (comment’s author name, comment’s date, presence of
comment replies, number of likes, presence of video author’s like and presence of authorised user
symbol) were recorded.

After watching all the videos, the participants filled out a questionnaire, in which some demographic
questions and questions about their general experience with YouTube were asked. The participants
were explicitly made clear that all information collected in the session belongs to the University
of Stuttgart and would be used for research purposes only with the complete guarantee of identity
confidentiality. No photographs or video recordings were made, and the participants were free to
stop participation in the study at any time or ask for their data to be removed. The overall experiment
durability did not exceed 45 minutes.
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This section investigates comment reading strategies in general, without analysing any specific
comments. It describes if people tend to follow the sequential comment reading order, to which
comments they pay attention first, as well as if comment reading behaviour can be dissected
using hierarchical clustering and sequential clustering approaches. The findings of the correlation
between video category and comments characteristics and between comment popularity and
attention comments received are also included. Additionally, the section gives details about non-
linguistic comment features, comment reading durability analysis and the results of the conducted
questionnaire.

4.1 Preliminary analysis

The H2 assumes that the reading behaviour correlates with linguistic features such as length,
sentiment, sparseness and presence of smileys. To test this statement, the N most popular comments
for each video need to be determined, and afterwards, the linguistic analysis has to be conducted on
them. There are two crucial questions to be answered before starting the analysis. First, how many
comments should one investigate? Second, how to determine the popularity of the comments, i.e.
which metrics to use?

The answer to the first question can be found by calculating the mean and median of the number of
comments read by participants. The median is computed additionally since the mean is sensitive to
outliers.

The table 4.1 demonstrates the mean and median values calculated for each video.

Video code Mean Median
ED1 17.629 16
ED2 16.226 11

ENT1 20.258 18
ENT2 21.081 15.5

Table 4.1: Mean and median number of comments read by participants for all videos

Based on the calculated mean and median, the N was initially chosen as 20, but after applying it
in practice, it turned out that popular and unpopular comments overlap. The reason for this is the
highly dynamic environment and a rather low number of comments shown to each participant, as
can be seen in the table 4.2. Therefore, the N was decreased to 15.
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Video code Median
ED1 25
ED2 7

ENT1 8
ENT2 20

Table 4.2: Median number of comments shown to participants for all videos

The second question regarding measuring the comments popularity is not so trivial to answer, that
is why two approaches were applied. At first, the comments were sorted by the amount of attention
they got, i.e. the number of fixations on all the features of a particular comment. However, this
strategy is prone to outliers, therefore, the analysis results may be distorted if one person stared at
the comment for a long period of time. This outliers sensibility is the reason for applying the second
approach, where the comment popularity is calculated based on the percentage of people who paid
attention to a specific comment. As the experiment was conducted in a dynamic environment,
not all comments were shown to all people, hence the percentage was calculated as a number of
comments that people saw divided by the number shown to them. Moreover, only the comments
shown to at least ten participants were taken into account to increase robustness.

As each video has a different popularity level, the number of comments and the amount of users’
interaction differ significantly from one video to another. Number of likes plays a crucial role
in the comments’ analysis, so it is necessary to determine what is ’high number of likes’ and
which threshold to use for this metric. For this, the user interaction was analysed manually and the
threshold for a high number of likes was determined heuristically for each video separately. For the
video ED1, it equals 50, for the video ED2 - 200 and for both videos of the entertainment category
it is specified as 500. These numbers can be interpreted as follows: if a comment has more likes
than this threshold, it is considered to be a comment with a high number of likes.

4.2 Comment reading order

The H1 supposes that people do not follow a sequential reading order while scrolling through
comments. In order to reject or approve this statement, a comment order for each participant
should be compared with the initial comment order. To achieve this, the comments loaded for each
participant were assembled in one separate .csv file, sorted alphabetically and given a unique id
for later reference and differentiation. This step was necessary since number, order and comments
differed for each participant depending on the amount of time he or she spent scrolling through the
comments section and on the day of the participation in the experiment. Then, using the gaze data
information, each participant’s comment sequences were created using the ids drawn from the .csv
file with all the comments assembled previously. Afterwards, an actual comment sequence was
created similarly for every participant. Finally, each participant’s comment sequence was compared
with the real comment sequence, and for every participant, either ’true’ or ’false’ value for the flag
’order_preserved’ was assigned. Only the first fixation on the comment was taken into account, so it
did not influence the order preservation flag if a participant returned to a previous comment.

The figure 4.1 represents an example of created comment sequences and ’order_preserved’ flags for
the video ENT2.
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Figure 4.1: Example of created comment sequences for the video ENT2

The table 4.3 depicts the number of participants that watched each of the videos, as well as the
number and ratio of participants that followed the sequential order. As shown in the table, only a
minority (less than 28%) of participants followed the actual comment order, which confirms the
H1.

Video code
# of participants

that watched
this video

# of participants
that followed

the sequential order

Ratio of participants
that followed

the sequential order
ED1 62 7 0.113
ED2 58 16 0.276

ENT1 58 10 0.172
ENT2 60 16 0.267

Table 4.3: General video statistics

4.3 Mode comments

The figure 4.2 shows the mode comments - the comments that caught attention first - for the
video ENT1, i.e., the first comment in this list was most often read by the participants as the first
comment, the second comment in the list was most often read as the second comment and so on.
The comments with a high number of likes (> 500) are noticed before the others, while the presence
of smileys does not contribute to the order of being seen. All of the first five seen comments contain
answers and a comment from the authorized user is included as well. 65% of the mode comments
have a high number of likes and 85% of them contain replies. No comments contain a like from
the video creator, as there were no such comments present amongst the comments shown to the
participants.
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Figure 4.2: Mode comments for the video ENT1

The figure 4.3 shows the mode comments for the video ED1. The conclusions regarding the mode
comments are similar to the ones of the video ENT1. Four first comments also contain a like from
the video author. 40% of the mode comments have a high number of likes (> 50) and 90% of
them contain replies. There is one comment from an authorised user (5%) and 20% of the mode
comments are liked by the video creator.

Figure 4.3: Mode comments for the video ED1
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The figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the mode comments for the video ED2. The conclusions regarding the
mode comments are similar to the ones of the video ENT1. 87% of the popular comments have a
high number of likes (> 200), all of them have replies, one contains an authorised label and 13%
have a like from the video creator.

Figure 4.4: Mode comments for the video ED2 (1-14)
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Figure 4.5: Mode comments for the video ED2 (15-20)

The figure 4.6 shows the mode comments for the video ENT2. The conclusions regarding the mode
comments are similar to the ones of the video ENT1. All comments contain replies, 50% of the
comments have a high number of likes (> 500). No comments contain a like from the video creator
or a video creator label, as there were no such comments present amongst the comments shown to
the participants.
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Figure 4.6: Mode comments for the video ENT2

In general, the comments, to which people pay attention the first, tend to have replies (94% on
average) and a high number of likes (61%), some of them have an authorised label (3%) and a video
author like (17%) as well.

4.4 Clustering approaches

4.4.1 Hierarchical clustering

Additionally, the hierarchical clustering approach was applied to find similar reading patterns
amongst the participants. Hierarchical cluster analysis is an algorithm that groups similar objects
into clusters, resulting in a set of clusters, where each cluster is distinct from each other cluster,
and the objects within each cluster are broadly similar to each other. Hierarchical clustering was
conducted on a distance matrix, which was computed using the Levenshtein distance. Levenshtein
distance is a metric for measuring the difference between two sequences, which can also be referred
to as edit distance - the number of changes required to be applied to the first sequence in order to
obtain the second sequence. The Ward’s method was used as linkage criteria since it showed the
best results on the given data.

The figure 4.7 shows an example of the hierarchical clustering approach for the video ENT1 after
removing empty sequences and outliers. The x axis shows the participants’ ids and the y axis
represents the Levenshtein distance. The data was divided into three clusters with a cut equal to
350. As the clusters contain an approximately equal number of both females and males, there are
no distinct differences in the reading behaviour between females and males regarding the order and
number of the comments read. For this reason, the dendrograms for the other videos are not further
presented.
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Figure 4.7: Dendrogram for the video ENT1

4.4.2 Sequence clustering

Since sequence clustering algorithms endeavour to group related biological sequences, an attempt to
use them in the given context was made. However, already on the stage of choosing the optimal k for
the k-means algorithm, the Elbow method failed, as the figure 4.8 shows. The sequence clustering
algorithm itself did not produce meaningful results as well; therefore, it cannot be applied in the
YouTube comments’ domain.

Figure 4.8: Elbow rule for the video ENT1
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4.5 Video category

The H4 supposes that the comment reading behaviour correlates with the global property of the
video/post like the category of the video/post, e.g., people read short comments on entertainment
videos, but spend more time reading long comments on educational/review videos.

The most popular comments for the video ENT1 were primarily short, except for the comment
with the song text and several descriptive nostalgic comments. As this music video represents the
category ’entertainment’, the H4 is approved in this specific case.

For the video ED1, no long comments were present; that is why it is impossible to approve or reject
the H4 in this case.

There were more long comments amongst the popular ones for the video ED2 compared with the
other videos. As this video is representative of the category ’education’, the H4 is approved in this
case.

For the video ENT2, the most popular comments were the shortest compared to other videos. As
this video represents the category ’entertainment’, the H4 is approved in this case.

4.6 Non-linguistic comment features

The H3 suggests that the reading behaviour correlates with non-linguistic features (metadata) such
as number of (dis)likes, comment position, presence of a video author’s answer.

In order to analyse whether the most popular comments were primarily seen in the most popular
screen zone, first, the most popular screen zone should be determined, and second, the number of
times the most popular comments were shown in the most popular zone should be counted.

To determine the most popular zone, the screen was divided into three equal horizontal areas, which
given the screen size 1920 x 1080, were determined as from 0 to 360 px, from 361 to 720 px and
from 721 to 1080 px. Additionally, the limitation of the x-axis of 1280 px was given to make sure
only fixations on the comment section are counted. This limitation corresponds to the right edge of
the comment section of the YouTube interface for the mentioned screen size. The fixations on the
video are neglected in this analysis. Afterwards, the most popular zone was calculated for each
comment, i.e. the zone in which it was noticed the most often. In the end, the most popular zone for
each of the popular comments was calculated.

The figure 4.9 shows the ranking of the most popular non-linguistic features by view count (number
of fixations on each feature) for all videos. Creator like and number of likes have the same number
of fixations since they are located very close to each other on the YouTube interface. The ranking
is similar for all the videos, except that for the video ED2 presence of answers got slightly more
attention than comment author name.
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Figure 4.9: Most popular non-linguistic features for all videos

The table 4.4 represents the differences between the most and least popular comments for the video
ENT1. Amongst the least popular comments, there are only a few comments with a high number of
likes, fewer comments from authorised users and comments containing replies. The number of
smileys does not correlate with the popularity of this video.

# of comments
with smileys

# of comments
with high
number of
likes (>500)

# of comments
with replies

# of comments
from authorised

users

# of comments
liked by video

author

# of non-English
comments

Popular comments
by view count

2 13 15 4 0 1

Popular comments
by percentage

5 10 12 4 0 6

Unpopular
comments

4 3 10 1 0 5

Table 4.4: Most crucial non-linguistic features of the most and least popular comments for the
video ENT1

The table 4.5 represents the differences between the most and least popular comments for the video
ED1. Amongst the least popular comments, there are zero comments with a high number of likes,
comments from authorised users and liked by the video creator and fewer comments containing
replies and smileys.
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# of comments
with smileys

# of comments
with high
number of
likes (>50)

# of comments
with replies

# of comments
from authorised

users

# of comments
liked by video

author

# of non-English
comments

Popular comments
by view count

4 7 15 1 4 0

Popular comments
by percentage

3 7 13 1 4 0

Unpopular
comments

2 0 6 0 0 0

Table 4.5: Most crucial non-linguistic features of the most and least popular comments for the
video ED1

The table 4.6 represents the differences between the most and least popular comments for the video
ED2. All the comments have replies, but amongst the least popular comments, there are fewer
comments with a high number of likes, but more comments from authorised users and liked by the
video creator. The number of smileys does not correlate with the popularity of this video.

# of comments
with smileys

# of comments
with high
number of
likes (>200)

# of comments
with replies

# of comments
from authorised

users

# of comments
liked by video

author

# of non-English
comments

Popular comments
by view count

1 10 15 1 1 0

Popular comments
by percentage

3 8 15 1 0 0

Unpopular
comments

2 5 15 2 2 0

Table 4.6: Most crucial non-linguistic features of the most and least popular comments for the
video ED2

The table 4.7 represents the differences between the most and least popular comments for the video
ENT2. Most of the comments have replies, while none of them was posted by an authorised user or
liked by the video creator. Both popular and unpopular comments contain only one comment with
smileys, but amongst the least popular comments, there are zero comments with a high number of
likes.

# of comments
with smileys

# of comments
with high
number of
likes (>500)

# of comments
with replies

# of comments
from authorised

users

# of comments
liked by video

author

# of non-English
comments

Popular comments
by view count

1 11 14 0 0 0

Popular comments
by percentage

1 10 15 0 0 0

Unpopular
comments

1 0 14 0 0 0

Table 4.7: Most crucial non-linguistic features of the most and least popular comments for the
video ENT2
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The table 4.8 represents the total number of loaded comments for each video, as well as the number
of comments, for which zone one, two and three was the most popular one. As can be clearly seen
in the table 4.8, zone two is the most popular one for every video.

Video code Total # of comments # of comments
in zone 1

# of comments
in zone 2

# of comments
in zone 3

ED1 86 17 67 2
ED2 117 24 93 0

ENT1 333 51 242 40
ENT2 143 2 122 19

Table 4.8: Zone information for all videos

For all most popular comments sorted by view count for the videos ENT1, ED1 and ENT2 the
second zone was the most popular one. However, for the video ED2 two comments with the
comment ids 67 and 243 were mostly seen in the first zone, as the figure 4.10 shows.

Figure 4.10: Zone information for the video ED2

The most popular comments by percentage of people who saw them for the video ENT1 and ENT2
were primarily noticed in the second zone as well. For the video ED1 and ED2 the first zone was
the most popular one for one comment with the comment id 64 and 67 correspondingly. For the
space-saving purpose, the comments are not represented once more here, but they can be found in
subsection 5.1.

From 60 popular comments sorted by view count and 60 popular comments sorted by percentage of
people who saw them, the second zone was the most popular one for the 116 comments (97%),
while four comments (3%) were mainly noticed in the first zone and zero comments were primarily
seen in the third zone.
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4.7 Correlation between popularity and attention

The H6 suggests that the popularity of a comment, i.e. number of likes, correlates with the attention
drawn by the comment. The Spearman rank-order correlation was used to determine how strong
a comment’s popularity is correlated with attention paid to it since, in contrast to the Pearson
correlation, it assesses monotonic relationships, no matter whether they are linear or not; therefore,
it can identify a non-linear correlation. To confirm or reject the H6, the correlation analysis using the
Spearman rank-order coefficient was conducted between the comments’ popularity and the following
non-linguistic comment features: number of likes, presence of answers, authorised attribute and
video creator’s like.

The table 4.9 depicts the Spearman rank-order correlation between the most popular comments by
view count and the non-linguistic comment attributes. The Spearman coefficient is undefined when
there is no variation in the feature sequences, so their standard deviation equals zero. The analysis
shows that there is a moderate correlation for the videos ED1, ED2 and ENT2 between popularity
of the comments and number of likes and presence of answers.

Video name # of likes Presence of
answers

Authorised
attribute

Video creator’s
like

ENT1 0.452 0.321 0.194 undefined
ED1 0.631 0.553 0.159 0.351
ED2 0.556 0.628 0.161 0.085

ENT2 0.598 0.633 undefined undefined

Table 4.9: Correlation analysis of the most popular comments by view count

The table 4.10 depicts the Spearman rank-order correlation between the most popular comments
by percentage of people who saw them and the non-linguistic comment attributes. The Spearman
coefficient is undefined when there is no variation in the feature sequences, so their standard
deviation equals zero. The analysis shows a moderate correlation for all videos between the
popularity of the comments and the number of likes they received. In addition, for the videos ED1,
ED2 and ENT2, there is an additional moderate correlation between popularity of the comment and
presence of answers.

Video name # of likes Presence of
answers

Authorised
attribute

Video creator’s
like

ED1 0.666 0.543 0.179 0.42
ED2 0.644 0.586 0.136 0.11

ENT1 0.53 0.36 0.228 undefined
ENT2 0.738 0.594 undefined undefined

Table 4.10: Correlation analysis of the most popular comments by percentage of people who saw
them
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4.8 Comment reading durability analysis

In addition, a further analysis was conducted, which investigated how much percentage of comments
people skip on average for each video and depending on gender, as well as how much time the
participants spent on each video in total and reading comments in particular.

The table 4.11 shows the average percentage skipped by the participants for each video. Although
the gender-independent percentage is approximately the same for each video, the female participants
tended to skip from 21% up to 41% more comments than the male participants.

Video name Average %
skipped

Average %
skipped by females

Average %
skipped by males

ED1 29.334 36.929 21.739
ED2 29.523 32.675 25.904

ENT1 29.152 32.846 25.458
ENT2 27.281 30.53 24.033

Table 4.11: Average percentage of comments skipped

The table 4.12 depicts the average amount of time spent on reading comments and watching videos.
The men who participated in the experiment tended to spend more time reading comments, while
the women watched the videos longer. However, the average number of the comments read is
approximately the same for both genders.

Video name Average time spent
on video in total

Average time spent
on watching video

Average time spent
on reading comments

Average number
of comments read

Women 436.174 325.635 112.252 20.423
Men 441.179 276.151 158.878 21.452

Table 4.12: Average amount of time spent on reading comments and watching videos in seconds
for both genders

The table 4.13 shows the amount of time the participants spent for each video on watching the video
and reading comments. The video ED1 attracted the most attention since the participants read the
comments for this video for the longest time.

Video name
Average time

spent on video
in total

Average time
spent on

reading comments

Average time
spent on

watching video
ED1 32288 11806 20482
ED2 24035 5851 18184

ENT1 19755 5969 13786
ENT2 21309 8353 12956

Table 4.13: Average amount of time spent on reading comments and watching videos in seconds
for each video
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4.8 Comment reading durability analysis

The figures 4.11, 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14 represent the most popular words for each of the four videos,
i.e. words in the YouTube comments that received the highest number of fixations (equivalent to the
popularity by view count). As can be seen in each figure, the most popular words directly depict the
topic of the video.

Figure 4.11: Most popular words for ENT1

Figure 4.12: Most popular words for the video ED1

Figure 4.13: Most popular words for the video ED2
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Figure 4.14: Most popular words for the video ENT2

4.9 Questionnaire findings

As mentioned in section 3.4, the participants filled out a questionnaire with general questions about
their use of YouTube. The figure 4.15 shows the gender of the participants, which was represented
by an equal number of women and men. The equivalent number of females and males allowed an
analysis of differences in gender reading behaviour.

Figure 4.15: Gender of the participants

The figure 4.16 represents the age of the participants, which ranges from 18 to 36 years. The average
age is equal to 23.177 years, and the median age is 22.5 years.

Figure 4.16: Age of the participants
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4.9 Questionnaire findings

The figure 4.17 depicts how often the participants usually use YouTube. The majority (88.7%) use
YouTube at least several times per week, 6.5% - once per week, 3.2% once per month and only one
participant (1.6%) almost never uses this social media platform. These findings demonstrate heavy
usage of YouTube amongst young people.

Figure 4.17: Frequency of YouTube usage

The figure 4.18 shows how often the participants typically read comments under YouTube videos.
The majority (71%) does it rather frequently, 27.4% only rarely and one participant (1.6%) never
reads any YouTube comments.

Figure 4.18: Frequency of commenting reading

The figure 4.19 represents the frequency of the participants’ YouTube interaction, namely, how
often they leave and like comments. The majority of the participants (66.667%) never comment on
YouTube videos, and 33.333% do it only rarely. Most participants never (38.71%) or rarely (33.871)
like comments as well. Only 25.581% often leave likes under comments, and there are even fewer
people (4.839%) who do it almost always. Therefore, an active form of interaction with comments
is not common.
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Figure 4.19: Frequency of YouTube interaction

The figure 4.20 displays the favourite video categories of the participants, each of which was asked
to choose their top three YouTube video categories. The music category turned out to be the most
favourite one, which confirms the findings of [Suk21] and [Goo16].

Figure 4.20: Top video categories
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5 Comments’ popularity analysis

This chapter investigates the influence of both linguistic and non-linguistic features on the popularity
of comments. It includes analysis of the most and least popular comments ranked by two criteria,
as well as gender analysis, which describes the differences between female and male reading
behaviour.

5.1 Popular comments

This section describes the analysis of the linguistic popular comments’ features, such as length,
sentiment, number of smileys and sparseness and the analysis of the non-linguistic comments’
features, such as number of likes, number (presence) of answers and presence of the video’s author.
To rank the comments, two metrics: view count and percentage of people who saw the comments
were used.

5.1.1 Ranking by view count

In the beginning, the ranking by the number of fixations (view count) is presented. The figure 5.1
shows the most popular comments for the ENT1 video. Most of the comments (87%) have a high
number of likes (> 500), the comments of authorised users are present as well (27%). The presence
of answers is a vital feature since all the popular comments have a certain number of replies. The
presence of smileys does not seem to influence the amount of received attention since there is
only one comment containing them (7%). Most comments can be described as either nostalgic or
funny.
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Figure 5.1: Most popular comments for the video ENT1 by view count

The figure 5.2 depicts the most popular comments for the ED1 video. Although not seen directly,
the number of likes also correlates with the received attention in this case. This video was far less
popular than the ENT1 video (175,785 versus 2,653,129,063 views), which explains the lower
number of likes for the most popular comments. One comment from an authorised user is present,
47% of the comments contain a high number of likes (> 50) and some comments (27%) are liked by
the video author, four comments (27%) contain smileys. Again, all the comments have replies. The
comments can be primarily characterised as descriptive; amongst them, there are a lot of product
reviews and experience sharing.
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5.1 Popular comments

Figure 5.2: Most popular comments for the video ED1 by view count

The figure 5.3 shows the most popular comments for the ED2 video. Here, the most popular
comment surprisingly has a low number of likes; for most comments (67%), the high number of
likes tendency (> 200), however, remains. As for the previous videos, all most popular comments
contain replies. Additionally, there is one comment from an authorised user, one comment with the
video author’s like and one comment with smileys. A decent number of comments (80%) have line
breaks, about half of the comments are funny, and the other half describe experiences, give advice
or share other sleep techniques.
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Figure 5.3: Most popular comments for the video ED2 by view count

The figure 5.8 depicts the most popular comments for the ENT2 video. This video is the only one
containing one comment with zero replies, so 93% of comments contain answers. 73% of the
popular comments have a high number of likes (> 500). The comments from authorised users and
with video author’s like are absent since there were no such comments amongst the first comments
shown to the participants. Only one comment with smileys is present. All popular comments for
this video are short; most comments contain jokes, and some complement the stand-up comedian.
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5.1 Popular comments

Figure 5.4: Most popular comments for the video ENT2 by view count

In total, 67% of the popular comments by view count have a high number of likes, 98% have replies,
14% contain an authorised label, 17% contain a video author’s like and 12% contain smileys.

The table 5.1 shows the general comment characteristics, such as average length, average number of
line breaks, average number of spaces, average number of words and average word length for the 15
most popular comments of each video.

Video name Average
length

Average #
of line breaks

Average #
of spaces

Average #
of words

Average word
length

ED1 182.333 0 34.733 35.733 4.029
ED2 274.8 3 52.867 53.867 3.745

ENT1 177.133 0.4 32 33 4.31
ENT2 116.667 0.2 20.467 21.467 4.484

Table 5.1: Linguistic comment characteristics for all videos

5.1.2 Ranking by percentage of people who noticed comments

Below the most popular comments by percentage of people who saw them are presented.The figure
5.5 shows the most popular comments for the ENT1 video. 67% of the comments have a high
number of likes (> 500), so also in this case, the number of likes correlates with the comment’s
popularity. Four comments (27%) of authorised users are present, and 33% of the comments have
smileys. The presence of answers remains an essential feature for popularity since only three popular
comments do not have replies (20%). Seven of the most popular comments by view count (47%)
are present in this ranking as well. The most popular comment by view comment is the second
popular one by percentage of people who noticed this comment, which is not a drastic change. Six
comments are not in English, and some of them, e.g. the comments with id 286, 247 and 358,
contain neither linguistic nor non-linguistic features, which could draw participants’ attention. If
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not taking into account the non-English comments, the comments not presented in the sorted by
view count ranking are the comments with the ids 305, which contains the song text, and 133, which
is positive and nostalgic, contains a smiley, has replies and a high number of likes and is posted by
an authorised user.

Figure 5.5: Most popular comments for the video ENT1 by percentage of people who saw them
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5.1 Popular comments

The figure 5.6 depicts the most popular comments for the ED1 video. The popular comments
remain the same except for the comments with the comment id 64 and 131, which are positive
reviews and do not have replies, a high number of likes or replies or any other features that could
draw the attention of the participants. The ’:)’ symbol combination at the end is not considered as
smiley since it does not stand out with its form and/or colour. Only the four most popular comments
(27%) contain a like from the video creator. 47% of the comments have a high number of likes (>
50), 87% have replies, 20% contain smileys and one comment (7%) contains an authorised label.

Figure 5.6: Most popular comments for the video ED1 by percentage of people who saw them

The figures 5.7 show the most popular comments for the ED2 video. Four comments (27%) were
not present in the ranking by view count, namely, with the ids 233, 217, 218 and 97. 218 and 97
contain smileys, 233 includes a sleeping technique, and 217 is a neutral comment. None of these
comments has a high number of likes, but they all have replies. On the contrary, the three most
popular comments in this ranking were liked by many users. In total, 20% of the popular comments
contain smileys, 53% have a high number of likes, all comments have replies, one comment (7%)
contains an authorised label and none of the comments contains a video creator’s like.
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Figure 5.7: Most popular comments for the video ED2 by percentage of people who saw them
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5.1 Popular comments

The figure 5.8 depicts the most popular comments for the ENT2 video. In contrast to the ranking by
view count, all popular comments contain replies. Four comments (27%) with the comment ids
82, 122, 29 and 307 were not present in the previous ranking. The comment with the comment id
307 is negative because it criticises social media but supports Ricky Gervais. All the other new
comments are very positive and compliment the stand-up comedian. In total, 73% of the comments
have a high number of likes and only one comment (7%) contain smileys. None of the comments
contains an authorised label or a video creator’s like, as such comments were not present amongst
the comments shown to the participants.

Figure 5.8: Most popular comments for the video ENT2 by percentage of people who saw them

In total, 60% of the popular comments by percentage of people who saw them have a high number of
likes (7% less than for the popular comments by view count), 92% have replies (6% less than for the
popular comments by view count), 14% contain an authorised label (same for the popular comments
by view count), 14% contain a video author’s like (3% less than for the popular comments by view
count) and 20% contain smileys (8% more than for the popular comments by view count).

The table 5.2 shows the general comment characteristics, such as average length, average number of
line breaks, average number of spaces, average number of words and average word length for the 15
most popular comments of each video.

Video name Average
length

Average #
of line breaks

Average #
of spaces

Average #
of words

Average word
length

ED1 125.3 0.05 22.6 23.6 4.2006
ED2 82.95 0.7 16.35 17.35 3.895

ENT1 135.55 0.25 23.75 24.75 4.6434
ENT2 131.5 0 23.3 24.3 4.3593

Table 5.2: Linguistic comment characteristics for all videos
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Compared to the statistics for the popular videos sorted by view count, the comments sorted by
percentage of people who saw them for the videos ENT1, ED1 and ED2 are shorter, but for the video
ENT2 they are slightly longer. The average number of spaces and words increased or decreased
correspondingly with the comments’ length. However, the most popular comments sorted by view
count contain fewer line breaks for the video ED1 and more line breaks for the video ENT2. The
average word length remained approximately the same.

5.1.3 Sentiment analysis

In order to gain some additional insights about the characteristics of the most popular YouTube
comments, the sentiment analysis was conducted. For this purpose, three sentiment models were
chosen: Flair, XLNet and TextBlob. Flair [Mag18] delivers state-of-the-art performance in solving
NLP problems such as named entity recognition (NER), part-of-speech tagging (PoS), sense
disambiguation and text classification. Its sentiment classifier is based on a character-level LSTM
neural network which takes sequences of letters and words into account when predicting [Ter19]. It
is able to take both negations, e.g. ’I do not like dogs’, and intensifiers, e.g. ’You are so dumb’,
into account. One of its most significant advantages is that it can also predict sentiment for out
of vocabulary words that it has never seen before, such as typos, which is highly crucial for the
YouTube comments domain. Flair is trained on the IMDB dataset and an ’offensive language
detection’ model, which currently only supports German [Mag18]. The main disadvantage of using
this model is the inability of neutral predictions, although it is common for YouTube comments to
have a neutral tone. A modification of this model called Flair sentiment fast model represents an
RNN based model and is used in the current master thesis mainly for comparison purposes.

XLNet ([YDY+20], [Gha20]) is a Google’s model, which achieved state-of-the-art performance on
the major NLP tasks such as Text Classification, Sentiment Analysis, Question Answering, and
Natural Language Inference along with the essential GLUE benchmark for English. Moreover, it
outperformed BERT and is used for not only text classification but also advanced NLP tasks.

XLNet is based on Generalized Autoregressive Pretraining for Language Understanding and the
Transformer-XL.XLNet proposes a technique called Permutation Language Modeling during the
pre-training phase. This technique uses permutations to generate information and predict the next
word using the context words from both the forward and backward directions simultaneously. XLNet
uses Transformer XL, which is an enhanced version of the transformer used in BERT by adding two
components:

1. A recurrence at specific segments, which gives the context between 2 sequences.

2. A relative positional embedding, which contains information on the similarity between 2
tokens. [YDY+20]

However, the XLNet model has the same limitation as the Flair model, namely, not being able to
produce neutral predictions, which is a critical disadvantage for the YouTube comments domain.
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The third used sentiment model is TextBlob, which is a Python library for processing textual data.
It provides a simple API for diving into common NLP tasks such as part-of-speech tagging, noun
phrase extraction, sentiment analysis, classification, translation, and more 1. The biggest advantage
of the TextBlob model is that it includes subjectivity analysis as well, i.e. how factual/opinionated a
piece of text is [Ter19]. Sentiment is given as a number from -1 to 1, where -1 is negative, 0 is
neutral and 1 is positive, whereas subjectivity is given from 0 to 1, where 0 means ’comment is
objective’ and 1 means ’comment is subjective’. However, it does not take into account intensifiers
or negations.

For the specific domain of YouTube comments, this model is the most appropriate since it is the
fastest one, and it is possible to choose thresholds to determine comment sentiment and subjectivity,
so it is feasible to distinguish the neutral comments as well.

The figure 5.9 represents the sentiment analysis for the ENT1 video. As one can see, the Flair
sentiment model fails to produce correct predictions for the neutral comments; however, the Flair
sentiment fast model gives fewer negative scores for the neutral comments. For people, it is obvious
that the first most popular comment is a joke, but since it contains the word ’killed’, most models
yield a very negative prediction for it. Only the TextBlob model gives a minor negative score, which
can be transformed to a neutral one given an appropriate threshold. It also gives a perfectly neutral
score for the neutral comments of My World, Vel Vel and Kitty Kate. For the objective comment of
Kitty Kate it even gave a subjectivity score of 0. XLNet performed the most poorly on this dataset,
e.g. it is the only model that gave a positive prediction for a clearly negative comment of the user
Tofuh. The manual sentiment analysis shows that amongst these comments, there are two negative
ones (13%) with the comment ids 368 and 143, three positive ones (20%) with the comment ids
264, 192 and 333, while all others are neutral (67%). With a threshold (-0.2, 0.2) for the TextBlob
model for neutral comment classification, this model correctly classified 57% of comments. The
comments written not in English are neglected in the analysis.

1https://textblob.readthedocs.io/en/dev/
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Figure 5.9: Sentiment analysis for the most popular comments for the video ENT1 by view count

The figure 5.10 represents the sentiment analysis for the video ED1. The models performance is
similar to the one of the video ENT1: TextBlob successfully determined the sentiments for the vast
majority of comments, while predictions of both Flair variants were not so precise and XLNet failed
completely. The manual sentiment analysis demonstrates that amongst these comments, there are
zero negative ones, six neutral ones (40%) with the comment ids 38, 70, 222, 143, 108 and 151,
while all others are positive (60%). With a threshold (-0.2, 0.2) for the TextBlob model for neutral
comment classification, this model correctly classified 87% of comments.
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Figure 5.10: Sentiment analysis for the most popular comments for the video ED1 by view count

The figure 5.11 represents the sentiment analysis for the video ED2. The models performance is
similar to the one of the video ENT1. The manual sentiment analysis reveals that all these comments
are neutral. With a threshold (-0.2, 0.2) for the TextBlob model for neutral comment classification,
this model correctly classified 67% of comments.
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Figure 5.11: Sentiment analysis for the most popular comments for the video ED2 by view count

The figure 5.12 represents the sentiment analysis for the video ENT2. The models performance is
similar to the one of the video ENT1. The manual sentiment analysis reveals that amongst these
comments, there are five negative ones (33%) with the comment ids 96, 23, 129, 88, and 119,
four neutral ones (27%) with the comment ids 84, 249, 228, and 302, while all others are positive
(40%). With a threshold (-0.2, 0.2) for the TextBlob model for neutral comment classification, this
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model correctly classified 60% of comments. This video contains the highest number of negative
comments since the stand-up criticises social media, which triggers critics also in the comment
section.

Figure 5.12: Sentiment analysis for the most popular comments for the video ENT2 by view count

In total, 59% of the most popular comments by view count are neutral on average, 30% are positive
and 11% are negative. The sentiments of the most popular comments by percentage of people who
saw them are similar: 60% are neutral on average, 29% are positive and 11% are negative.

5.2 Unpopular comments

Since unpopular comments are defined in this master thesis as comments that were ignored by the
participants, only the second algorithm of using percentage of people who did not pay attention to
them is applicable for determining unpopular comments. The view count metric can not be used in
this context because all the unpopular comments have zero view count, so it is impossible to do any
kind of comparison between them.

The figure 5.13 presents the least popular comments for the video ENT1, amongst which two
popular by view count comments are present (comment id 143 and 228). There are two spam
comments with the comment ids 7 and 5, and most of the comments are nostalgic. 20% of the least
popular comments contain a high number of likes (> 500), 67% have replies, one comment (7%)
has an authorised label and 27% contain smileys.
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Figure 5.13: Least popular comments for the video ENT1

The table 5.3 shows the results of the sentiment analysis conducted manually for both most and
least popular comments for the video ENT1.

# of positive
comments

# of negative
comments

# of neutral
comments

Popular comments
by view count

3 2 9

Popular comments
by percentage

1 1 7

Unpopular
comments

4 1 5

Table 5.3: Sentiment analysis for the most and least popular comments for the video ENT1

The figure 5.14 presents the least popular comments for the video ED1, amongst which two popular
by view count comments are present (comment id 172 and 151). Similar to the most popular
comments, most comments are product reviews; some compliment the video creator. None of the
comments contains a high number of likes (> 50), an authorised label or a video creator’s like, 40%
contain replies and 13% contain smileys.
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Figure 5.14: Least popular comments for the video ED1

The table 5.3 shows the results of the sentiment analysis conducted manually for both most and
least popular comments for the video ED1.

# of positive
comments

# of negative
comments

# of neutral
comments

Popular comments
by view count

9 0 6

Popular comments
by percentage

11 0 4

Unpopular
comments

8 0 7

Table 5.4: Sentiment analysis for the most and least popular comments for the video ED1

The figure 5.15 presents the least popular comments for the video ED2, amongst which one popular
by view count comment is present (comment id 243). Only two comments contain short pieces
of advice on how to fall asleep faster; however, none of them includes a detailed description of a
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technique one could apply. Five comments enclose jokes, and four compliment the video creator. In
general, the least popular comments contain less useful information than the most popular ones.
Only 33% have a high number of likes (> 200), all least popular comments contain replies, 13%
contain an authorised label, 13% have a video creator’s like and 13% have smileys.

Figure 5.15: Least popular comments for the video ED2

The table 5.5 displays the results of the sentiment analysis conducted manually for both most and
least popular comments for the video ED2. All the popular comments are neutral; however, around
half of the unpopular comments are positive.

# of positive
comments

# of negative
comments

# of neutral
comments

Popular comments
by view count

0 0 15

Popular comments
by percentage

0 0 15

Unpopular
comments

7 0 8

Table 5.5: Sentiment analysis for the most and least popular comments for the video ED2

The figure 5.16 presents the least popular comments for the video ENT2, amongst which three
popular by view count comments are present (comment ids 157, 192 and 147). Similar to the most
popular comments, the least popular comments mostly contain social media critics and compliments
to the stand-up comedian. None of the least popular comments contains a high number of likes (>
500), 93% contain replies and one comment (7%) contains smileys.
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Figure 5.16: Least popular comments for the video ENT2

The table 5.6 displays the results of the sentiment analysis conducted manually for both most and
least popular comments for the video ENT2. The least popular comments are primarily neutral,
whereas the sentiments of the most popular comments are evenly distributed between positive,
negative and neutral.

# of positive
comments

# of negative
comments

# of neutral
comments

Popular comments
by view count

6 5 4

Popular comments
by percentage

5 5 5

Unpopular
comments

3 2 10

Table 5.6: Sentiment analysis for the most and least popular comments for the video ENT2

In total, 54% of the least popular comments are neutral, 40% are positive and 6% are negative. The
least popular comments’ list contains less neutral and negative comments and more positive ones
compared to the both lists of the most popular comments. This means that people tend to pay less
attention to the positive comments. On average, 13% of the least popular comments have a high
number of likes, 75% contain replies, 7% contain an authorised label, 7% contain a video creator’s
like and 15% contain smileys.
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The table 5.7 shows the general comment characteristics, such as average length, average number of
line breaks, average number of spaces, average number of words and average word length for the 15
least popular comments of each video.

Video name Average
length

Average #
of line breaks

Average #
of spaces

Average #
of words

Average word
length

ED1 133.267 0 23.6 24.6 4.204
ED2 82.933 0.733 15.533 16.533 4.084

ENT1 73.6 0.2 12.333 13.333 4.697
ENT2 117.467 0 20.133 21.133 4.51

Table 5.7: Linguistic comment characteristics for all videos

Compared to the statistics for the most popular comments sorted by percentage of people who saw
them, the least popular comments for the video ED1 are on average longer, for the videos ENT1
and ENT2 - shorter, while for the video ED2 the average comment length stayed approximately
the same. The average number of spaces and the average number of words increased or decreased
correspondingly with the average length for the videos ENT1, ED1 and ENT2 but slightly decreased
for the video ED2, although the average length of the comment remained the same. The average
number of line breaks and word length remained almost identical.

5.3 Gender analysis

The H5 assumes that the comment reading behaviour correlates with personal user characteristics,
e.g., age, gender, etc. As all the participants were ages between 18 and 36 years old, it is not feasible
to differentiate the reading behaviour for the different age ranges. That is why only analysis between
females and males was conducted.

Similarly to the general analysis of the most and least popular comments, the gender analysis was
conducted using view count and percentage of people who saw the comments as measures for
popularity.

5.3.1 Female reading behaviour analysis

The figure 5.17 shows the most popular comments by view count for females. Approximately half
of the comments are from the video ED1. The majority of the comments are descriptive, where only
two contain a joke. All comments have replies, 73% of the comments have a high number of likes,
one comment (7%) has an authorised label, 27% contain a video author’s like and 13% contain
smileys. 33% of the most popular comments are positive, 0% are negative and 67% are neutral.
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Figure 5.17: Most popular comments by view count for females

The figure 5.18 shows the most popular comments by percentage of people who saw them for
females. Around half of the comments intersect with the most popular comments by view count.
There are more comments from the video ED2; two contain a joke and one a piece of advice. The
comment with the comment id 233 has only one like, but it contains helpful information for one
interested in acquiring techniques to fall asleep faster and has some number of replies. There are
two comments from the video ENT1. The comment with the comment id 108 is not in English,
but it has a high number of likes, which can explain the significant amount of attention. 80% of
the comments contain a high number of likes, all contain replies, 13% contain an authorised label,
20% have a video creator’s like and only one comment (7%) has smileys. 20% of the most popular
comments are positive, one comment (7%) is negative and 73% are neutral.
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Figure 5.18: Most popular comments by percentage of people who saw them for females

The figure 5.19 shows the least popular comments for females. Similar to the most popular comment
by percentage of people who saw them, the majority of comments are from the video ED1, which
are mainly product reviews. None of the comments contain a high number of likes, an authorised
label or a video creator’s like, 53% have replies and 20% contain smileys. 67% of the least popular
comments are positive, one comment (7%) is negative and 26% are neutral.
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5.3 Gender analysis

Figure 5.19: Least popular comments for females

5.3.2 Male reading behaviour analysis

The figure 5.20 shows the most popular comments by view count for males. Similar to the most
popular comments by view count for females, approximately half of the comments are from the
video ED1. In general, the most popular comments for females and males mainly intersect, there
are only four comments not present in the analysis for females, namely, the comments with the
comment ids 115 for the video ED1, 96 for the video ENT2 and 125 and 11 for the video ED2. The
majority of the comments are descriptive, where only two contain a joke. 80% have a high number
of likes, all have replies, one comment (7%) has an authorised label, 27% contain a video creator’s
like and 13% contain smileys. 26% of the most popular comments are positive, one comment (7%)
is negative and 67% are neutral.
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Figure 5.20: Most popular comments by view count for males

The figure 5.21 shows the most popular comments by percentage of people who saw them for males.
The comments mainly intersect with the ones popular by view count. Approximately half of the
comments differ from the popular comment by percentage of people who saw them for females.
80% have a high number of likes, 93% contain replies, one comment (7%) contain an authorised
label, 20% have a video creator’s like and 20% contain smileys. 34% of the most popular comments
are positive, 13% are negative and 53% are neutral.
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5.3 Gender analysis

Figure 5.21: Most popular comments by percentage of people who saw them for males

The figure 5.22 shows the least popular comments for males. Similar to the most popular comment
by percentage of people who saw them, the comments are approximately evenly distributed between
all four videos. 20% have a high number of likes, 67% contain replies, one comment (7%) has an
authorised label, one comment has a video creator’s like and 13% contain smileys. 47% of the least
popular comments are positive, 13% are negative and 40% are neutral.
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Figure 5.22: Least popular comments for males

5.3.3 Miscellaneous gender analysis

The table 5.8 shows the number of comments for each video for the most and least popular comments
for females and males. The most popular comments by view count for both females and males
include zero comments from the video ENT1, while the comments distribution for the other videos
is similar. The distribution of the most popular comments by percentage of people who saw them
for females and males are approximately the same; in contrast to the most popular comments by
view count, both include two comments for the video ENT1. The majority of the least popular
comments for females belong to the video ’iPhone 13 Pro Is PERFECT’, whilst the least popular
comments for males are evenly distributed across all four videos.
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Category
Video name ED1 ED2 ENT1 ENT2

Popular comments
by view count for females

8 3 0 4

Popular comments
by view count for males

7 5 0 3

Popular comments
by percentage of people

who saw them for females
3 5 2 5

Popular comments
by percentage of people
who saw them for males

5 4 2 4

Unpopular comments
for females

11 1 1 2

Unpopular comments
for males

5 3 3 4

Table 5.8: Number of comments for each video for the most and least popular comments for females
and males

The table 5.9 represents the linguistic comment characteristics for the most and least popular
comments for both females and males. While the average comment length of the most popular
comments by view count is almost equal for females and males, the average length for the popular
comments by percentage of people who saw them for males is twice smaller than for females. This
characteristic slightly decreases also for females. The average length of the least popular comments
is significantly (67% for females and 39% for males) lower than for the most popular comments by
percentage of people who saw them. The least popular comments tend to contain zero line breaks,
whilst the popular comments by percentage of people who saw them for females contain more than
twice line breaks on average than the popular comments for males. For the most popular comments
by view count, the results are opposite: the most popular comments for males contain 26% more
line breaks than those for females. The average number of spaces and words decrease or increase
correspondingly with the average comment length. The average word length is similar for all the
categories.
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Category Average
length

Average #
of line breaks

Average #
of spaces

Average #
of words

Average word
length

Popular comments
by view count for females

316.667 1.333 59.4 60.4 4.128

Popular comments
by view count for males

313.467 1.8 58.867 59.867 4.08

Popular comments
by percentage of people

who saw them for females
301.267 2.267 56.8 57.8 4.284

Popular comments
by percentage of people
who saw them for males

149.2 0.933 28.4 29.4 3.973

Unpopular comments
for females

98.667 0.067 17 18 4.443

Unpopular comments
for males

90.4 0 15.2 16.2 4.672

Table 5.9: Linguistic comment characteristics

For the videos ENT1 and ENT2, more than 500 likes is considered to be a high number, whereas
for the video ED2 comments with more than 200 likes and for the video ED1 comments with more
than 50 likes are regarded as comments with a high number of likes. These measures were chosen
heuristically depending on the number of views of each video and the degree of user interaction.

While the presence of smileys and the authorised label do not influence the comments’ popularity,
the number of likes, presence of replies and video creator’s like make an immense contribution
to the attention drawn by a comment, as the least popular comments for both females and males
contain significantly fewer comments with these features.

Category # of comments
with smileys

# of comments
with high

number of likes

# of comments
with replies

# of comments
from authorised

users

# of comments
liked by video

author

# of non-English
comments

Popular comments
by view count for females

3 11 15 1 4 0

Popular comments
by view count for males

2 12 15 1 4 0

Popular comments
by percentage of people

who saw them for females
1 12 15 2 3 1

Popular comments
by percentage of people
who saw them for males

3 12 14 1 3 0

Unpopular comments
for females

3 0 8 0 0 0

Unpopular comments
for males

2 3 10 1 1 0

Table 5.10: Most crucial non-linguistic features
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The table 5.11 shows the conducted sentiment analysis for both females and males. The majority of
the most popular comments for both rankings are neutral, whereas the majority of the least popular
comments are positive.

Category # of positive
comments

# of negative
comments

# of neutral
comments

Popular comments
by view count for females

5 0 10

Popular comments
by view count for males

4 1 10

Popular comments
by percentage of people who saw them for females

3 1 11

Popular comments
by percentage of people who saw them for males

5 2 8

Unpopular comments
for females

10 1 4

Unpopular comments
for males

7 2 6

Table 5.11: Gender sentiment analysis
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6 Conclusion

The research was conducted using gaze data of 62 participants collected in conditions similar to the
typical environment in which users watch YouTube videos. The analysis revealed that only about
28% of people follow the sequential approach when browsing through the comments and that there
are no distinct differences in the reading behaviour between females and males regarding the order
and number of the comments they read. The non-linguistic features as high number of likes and
presence of replies help draw attention to comment, so the comments that had these features were
usually seen by the participants before the others (94% of the comments that caught attention first
contained replies and 61% had a high number of likes).

A high number of likes and presence of replies play a significant role in comments’ popularity
as well, as most of the popular comments (both by view count and by percentage of people who
saw them) tended to have these features: on average, 64% of the popular comments had a high
number of likes and 94% of the popular comments had replies, while only 13% of the least popular
comments had a high number of likes and 75% of them had replies. The presence of smileys did
not influence the amount of received attention much since only 24% of the most popular comments
contained smileys (15% for the least popular comments). The most popular comments by view
count for the videos from the entertainment category were funny and short. On the contrary, for the
videos from the education category, the most popular comments were longer and contained helpful
information such as sleeping techniques for ED2 video or product reviews for ED1 video. Since
the ED2 video was made in an easy and entertaining manner, half of the comments supported this
mood and made jokes related to the topic of the video or the video creator.

For the most popular comments by percentage of people that saw them, the popularity of the
comments did not always correlate with the number of likes, but the presence of answers preserved
its significance in contributing to the comments’ popularity. Some of the most popular comments
were not in English but had many likes, which probably attracted the participants’ attention. Not all
comments had a high number of likes, but replies were always present in this case.

Although the least popular comments have similar content to the most popular ones, they tend
to contain spam and other useless information. For the videos ENT1 and ED1 the sentiment
distribution for the most and least popular comments does not change. However, the most popular
comments for ED2 are neutral, whereas half of the least popular ones are positive. For the ENT2
video, another tendency is to observe: the least popular comments are primarily neutral, and
the emotions of the most popular comments are evenly distributed between neutral, positive and
negative. The reason for this could be the video category: when people are interested in obtaining
helpful information, they tend to look for neutral comments, whereas for entertaining purposes,
neutral comments are less suitable. The three most popular non-linguistic features are number of
likes, comment author name and presence of answers.
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The comparison analysis between the least and the most popular comments made clear that amongst
the least popular comments, there are only a few or no comments with a high number of likes
(51% less than for the popular comments), 7% less comments from authorised users, 9% less
comments with a video creator’s like and 19% less comments containing replies, which confirms
the importance of these features. The middle zone of the screen is the most popular one and 97% of
the most popular comments were primarily seen in it.

The gender analysis showed that the length of the most popular comment by percentage of people
that saw them for men was twice smaller than for women. The average length of the least popular
comments turned out to be significantly (67% for females and 39% for males) lower than for the
most popular comments by percentage of people who saw them.

For the gender analysis, not only the number of likes and presence of replies make an immense
contribution to the attention drawn by a comment, but also a video creator’s like has a significant
influence on it, as the least popular comments’ lists for both females and males contain significantly
fewer comments with this feature: 24% of the most popular and 0% of the least popular comments
for females contained a video creator’s like and the least popular comments for males contained
20% less comments with this feature.

The most popular comments’ rankings for females contained 100% of comments with replies, which
is 47% more than the least popular comments’ ranking, the least popular comments’ list included
0% of comments with a high number of likes, an authorised label or a video creator’s like, which is
respectively 77%, 10% and 24% less than the most popular comments. The most popular comments’
lists for males contained 30% less comments with replies, 60% less comments with a high number
of likes, the same percent of comments with an authorised label and 17% less comments with a
video creator’s like.

The majority of the most popular comments for both rankings (70% for females and 60% for males)
are neutral, whereas most of the least popular comments (67% for females and 47% for males) are
positive. Additionally, the gender analysis revealed that the female participants tended to skip from
21% up to 41% more comments than the male participants. Moreover, the women on average spent
50 seconds more watching the videos and 47 seconds less reading the comments than men.

The calculated Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient demonstrated a moderate correlation (>
0.5) for the most popular comments between popularity of the comments and number of likes and
presence of answers: 0.595 and 0.605 respectively for the most popular comments by view count
on average for the videos with the moderate correlation and 0.645 and 0.574 for the most popular
comments by percentage of people who saw them on average for the videos with the moderate
correlation.

88.7% of the participants use YouTube at least several times per week, which is an indicator of the
heavy YouTube usage amongst students. The majority, which is 71% of the participants, frequently
read YouTube comments, which confirms that the experiment simulated the usual conditions for the
YouTube users. Most of the participants (around 67%) never comment on YouTube videos, and
around 73% never or only rarely like YouTube comments, which highlights the importance of the
conducted gaze-data research.
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6.1 Use-cases

6.1 Use-cases

The results of this master thesis can be beneficial for the following use-cases:

• Content generation strategies:

– Manual strategies: content creators and anyone, who engages in promoting a company or
a specific product, may be interested in learning how to construct meaningful comments
from the investigation on how people interact with the comments. Knowing what
stimulates the reader’s attention can help copywriters construct comments, tweets, posts,
etc., that are more likely to be noticed by a large number of users. Exploring users’
reading approach can have an impact on marketing strategies embraced by companies.
In particular, knowing, which text structure is most likely to draw attention, can help in
creating advertisements that are potentially more successful in attracting new customers
to a product or a service. The conducted analysis showed that for manual comment
creation it is crucial to consider the video category, since people tend to read shorter
comments when watching entertainment videos and longer comments when looking for
a piece of advise or a product review.

– Automatic strategies: the findings of this master thesis can be exploited to improve
content quality or increase user engagement when developing artificial intelligence
robots, i.e. robots, which are often used nowadays to gain more followers and likes by
posting auto comments 1. For example, some replies can be automatically generated to
draw more attention to a comment, since people are more likely to notice comments
containing replies.

• Ranking algorithms: another possible way of using the results of the proposed approach is
to develop a strategy of recommending how the comments on the social media platforms
(YouTube, Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, etc.) should be ranked, e.g. the comments, which
are predicted to be read by a large number of users, can be ranked higher. The features that can
be taken into account when developing ranking strategies, are number of likes and presence of
answers, since they turned out to be the most crucial one according to the conducted analysis,
i.e., the comments with the big number of likes and replies should be ranked higher.

6.2 Limitations and further research

There was no qualitative analysis conducted, i.e. the participants were not explicitly asked to which
comment features they pay the most attention or how do they usually read comments. The reason for
this is the high subjectivity of the possible answers. However, it could be interesting to compare the
results of the qualitative research with the finding of the conducted quantitative analysis. Another
limitation of the work is that the number of replies was not saved because of the technical issues
connected with the YouTube implementation logic. Due to the software design specificities, it is
technically impossible to track the correlation of the reading behaviour with the profile picture and
presence of a video creator’s answer (see section 3.2), therefore, these features can be analysed solely

1https://instazood.com/
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in case of the YouTube frontend design changes. Finally, given that participants in this study were
primarily students, mainly majoring in computer science, physics and mechanical engineering, their
age range is not wide, and their reading behaviour can differ from those of the general population,
limiting the generalizability of the findings to some degree.

A possible direction for further research could be predicting a general comment probability to
be noticed (some research is already done in this direction, see, e.g. [SCNJ10]) and additionally
predicting a probability that a comment is seen by a specific user given their location, gender and
age. One possible way to implement this could be to use the hybrid text saliency model [STMB20],
which is able to predict attention represented as fixations on certain words. This information can be
used to predict the words which draw the most attention and also to prognosticate the comments
which are most likely to be noticed, as they contain a higher number of attention-drawing words.
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